
These are the guidelines that we have been

living under for the past 2 months. Some of them have 

been relaxed as of last Tuesday and today, even though 

the number of cases is growing. (Yay for getting to drive 

a car again!!!) We are thankful for God's protection thus 

far and we are looking forward to the day we can meet 

with our church family and friends again! The "no 

gatherings of more than 5 people" guideline has been a 

challenge for our family of 6. :-)

They say a picture is worth a thousand words, so this is 
going to be a very wordy update!

 These past 2 months have been a challenge at times, yet a time of growing 

as God has stretched us and blessed us in many ways. We have had to say 

goodbye to another family as they left on a special flight, and we will have to 

say goodbye to 3 more when commercial flights open up as 2 of them move 

away and 1 goes back to the U.S. for almost a year.

     For the month of June, WorldVenture is challenging our missionaries to 

devote time in prayer, to intentionally seek God's heart in specific ways. We are 

doing this as a family, and would love to pray for you specifically! Please let us 

know how we can be praying for you by replying to this email.

  And now, our "lockdown" in pictures... 
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Top left--When you get tired of your siblings, you can relax with one of your dogs.

Top right--Someone gifted our kids a big pile of Kinex and the kids LOVE building with 

them!

Middle left--See? They can get along!

Middle right--Our friend dropped by to give the girls fancy hats on their birthday (May 3rd). 

We now have 3 teenagers in this house!

Bottom--Don't they look mean? We are practicing smiling with our eyes. :-)



Top left--Matt has been learning how to weld during this lockdown time. Our truck 

trailer was rusting away, so he is redoing it to be able to help people when quarantine 

is lifted. (This trailer has helped MANY!)

Top right--Matt wanted a radio in his car, so he took our old radio & speakers, made a 

box & handle for it, and crafted a charger for it. Now he has his very own boom box! 

(Ha!!!)

Middle--This young man came to our gate looking for a job. His bike broke in half just 

as he made it to town and he had to go all the way back to his village. Matt was able 

to weld his bike back together so that he could get home!

Bottom left--Matt built a bedside commode for a person in need.

Bottom right--The kids & I found out that my phone has filters! :-) We are so blessed 

to have Matt leading our family and living out what it means to have a servant's 

heart.



Top--The kids finished school on the 22nd. We took a 2-week summer break and 

then starting again on Monday. (We will take another 2 weeks when our friends are 

able to fly back here from the U.S.)

Middle left--The kids finished building & painting their "tree fort" yesterday! (The 

termites demolished the original fort site, so we had to improvise.)

Middle right--We are taking time to learn new skills, like cooking...

Bottom left--...dressing out our "pet" chickens...

Bottom right--...basic building and weightlifting :-)



Top left--Temp checks before you enter this grocery store! (That lasted about a week...)

Top right--I baked 14 loaves of banana bread and we walked to different friends' houses to deliver them. (I 

was going for comfort, not style, as we were walking all over the place!)

Middle left--Alex was down for the count 2 days last week. Thankfully, that is the only sickness we have 

had thus far!

Middle right--We were able to help our friends help their neighbors who were struggling with basic needs. 

So thankful we can do social distancing ministering!



Bottom--For almost 2 months, personal cars were prohibited. We didn't always enjoy the walking, but we 

enjoyed the destinations! 

Thank you for letting me share in pictures this time! Please pray for us as we 

continue to minister here in Mbarara and find creative ways to help others and further 

the Gospel.

We love you & thank God for your friendship, prayers, encouragement, and support.

Love, Elizabeth VW 
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